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NLP VERSUS
PSYCHOLOGY

WHAT IS THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN
TRADITIONAL PSYCHOLOGY AND NLP
OR NLP BASED COACHING?
If you look at ill-being or mental illness on one
side of a spectrum, and well-being and mental
health on the other opposite side of the spectrum,
then the answer to this question is much easier
to understand. Psychologists work with ill-being
and mental illness to bring their patients back to
a zero-point, by working on past events in detail
and in some cases working on coping skills to deal
with mental traps installed in the past.
NLP or NLP based coaching offers tools and
interventions to bring our clients from that zeropoint to well-being and mental health. NLP in
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essence focuses on the present in relation to the
future, as to who it is that you want to become,
and what the stepping stones are to achieve
happiness and success.
It is possible, to work on that side of the zeropoint with people in ill-being up to a certain
level, the amount of which is determined by the
experience of the NLP Master Practitioner. An
NLP Master Practitioner however, unless they are
a psychologist or psychiatrist, cannot responsibly
work with people with severe mental health
issues and to the far end of extreme ill-being.

THE RELATIONSHIP OF
NLP WITH YOUR PAST
Unique to Global NLP Training is that we do
work in the NLP Master Practitioner and NLP
Advanced Communication program with recoding the significant emotional events of your
past, installed habits, unresolved anger, loss,
anxiety, grief, shame, and designing your own
intervention for almost any presenting problem.
Fears and phobias are already covered in the NLP
Practitioner and NLP Communication program.
We teach your brain the things it needs to do,
that other people already do who would have
experienced the same thing though dealt with
it resourcefully, resiliently and processed these

events in the best possible way; those who have
pursued and reached extraordinary goals and
happiness despite the obstacles and challenges.
This is in lieu of talking about your past in very
detailed and also negative ways, and re-living it
all over again.
There are however a few conditions in order to
do this with success: small group immersion
seminars that offer patterns that go deeper,
taught by internationally respected trainers,
whose training designs to teach NLP include an
extensive knowledge in the neurosciences.

Students of our first Bali training & our friends at the
Sjakitarius Foundation, Mentor Foundation & Aidhub.
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NLP & PSYCHOLOGY:
OUR SCIENTIFIC
APPROACH

POSITIVE PSYCHOLOGY,
SOCIAL & EMOTIONAL
INTELLIGENCE AND NLP
Where Global NLP Training sets itself apart
from all other training companies is in creating
a scientific foundation inside the way we
teach NLP, while teaching a pure form of NLP,
and offering a personally and professionally
transformational course with the aim to
immediately be able to apply NLP and coaching
after the training is over.
As a propulsion point we use the latest findings
and break-throughs from positive psychology
developed by positive psychologists from ivy
league universities around the world. Positive
Psychology is a science which was created
after NLP but with the right understanding in
many cases can be one and the same in terms
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of positive interventions. Not everything that is
Positive Psychology is NLP, and not everything
that is NLP is based in the science of Positive
Psychology. Not yet anyway. The scientists are
lagging behind 30 years in some areas, and
are 30 years ahead of NLP because of a larger
number of brilliant scientists involved, brain scans,
technology, and funding for large scale research.
In essence we teach all of the tools NLP has to
offer, and we understand how the brain works
based on the latest advances in the neuro sciences
at the same time. This means that our classes are
ahead of their time, and your brain actually has
the possibility to change itself in the duration of
the course. This is done in a fun packed class, in a
safe environment for you to be vulnerable if you
wish, full of unique experiences with people from
all walks of life and from around the world.

EXPERIENTIAL
LEARNING PROGRAM
We teach through learning by doing,
experiencing, imagining, discovering, play and
accepting failure as feedback, just like we did
when we were children before age 7, and learned
more than we ever did after this time in our lives.
We utilize this understanding, by engaging your
brain in the best way and using your real life
challenges, limitations, strengths and goals, and
those of the other students in your class.
Another place where we set ourselves apart
in our NLP Master Practitioner is teaching NLP
tools for you to gain an understanding of how
emotions work & the increase of your emotional
intelligence (EQ) using NLP. EQ is five times
more of a predictive factor for success than
IQ, and offers a roadmap to happiness, wellbeing and accomplishment. We pair this with
teaching the ability to understand your own
personality as it relates to NLP integrated with
psychological personality typology to gain selfawareness, and the ability to speed read others
in a sense, so their behavior, decisions and their
thought processes become more predictable
and easier to understand.

“Learning is an emotional experience. We
have spent enough time on uncomfortable
chairs, behind uncomfortable tables, feeling
bad about ourselves. The only way the brain
can learn is when it feels safe, is having fun,
and when you want the teacher to teach
more because you love it.”
~ Global NLP Trainer
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POST-NLP
MASTER
PRACTITIONER
& ADVANCED
COURSES

Once every two years we hold our Post-NLP
Master Practitioner course. This is the next level up
focusing on a more advanced toolset in working
with chronic negative thought spirals, deeply
embedded limiting beliefs or an inability to forgive
(parents), highly advanced goal setting exercises to
facilitate happiness and well-being, using NLP on
groups, taking the previous NLP training to a depth
of unparalleled proportions, and much more.
A training school can only offer in-depth trainings
like this if they have a trainer and course designer
on board who can not only work but more
importantly teach at this level, as applying NLP in
mastery inside demos, course design, and teaching
are inherently 3 entirely different skillsets. Nicole
Schneider has developed this training with the
involvement of expert NLP professionals from
around the world. Her experience includes working
within extremely complicated contexts, working
with the therapists of the United States Armed
Forces for post-traumatic stress disorder, those who
trade guns for lives in negotiations, people who
have experienced extremely negative emotional
events in their past. For many years she has
been brought in as a consultant when other NLP
Trainers, NLP Master Practitioners, psychologists
and psychotherapists simply get stuck. This training
has been created based on knowledge acquired
through training coaches from different niches and
backgrounds from around the world and knowing
exactly where they could find limitations in their
coaching and NLP Master Practitioner skillset.
Only NLP Master Practitioner or Advanced
Communication students of Global NLP training are
allowed to take this class, as we simply cannot take
responsibility for the level of skill and unconscious
competence acquired inside the NLP Master
Practitioner trainings of other schools.
We also offer special advanced classes that are
more topically oriented, for example: public
speaking or using NLP on groups, gaining
coaching clients through social entrepreneurship,
collaborative communication and leadership.
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WHY WOULD YOU
CHOOSE TO BE GOOD,
IF YOU COULD BE GREAT?!
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STAY IN TOUCH
We are available on WhatsApp:
+1 310 570 2891 (text message only)
We will get back to you within 24 hours on week days.
Our customers, customer care agents
& trainers are all over the world.
Contact us or schedule an appointment.
LIVE TRAINING

www.globalnlptraining.com
ONLINE TRAINING

courses.globalnlptraining.com

Our Global NLP iPhone &
Android app is available
on our website and is
free of charge.
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